CASE STUDY

KROOSMAN
HORLOGES
“Launching a modern watch startup in today’s
crowded digital landscape.”

Welcome!
New Age Media would like to welcome you to one of our case studies.
If you have any questions or remarks do not hesitate to
reach out through our website.
We hope you’ll ﬁnd this case study insightfull.
-

Twan, Daan and Borre, Co-Founders

OVERVIEW

CHALLENGE

One month after their initial launch
Kroosman Horloges came to New
Age Media to collaborate on a
successful online strategy focussed
on positioning Kroosman in the
market as a serious brand as well as
increasing sales.

Today's digital landscape is very
competitive. The biggest challenge was
positioning Kroosman in an already
saturated market; B2C E-commerce for
fashion, jewellery and accessories.

We at New Age Media love a
challenge. This is a great opportunity
to bring a start-up’s vision to life by
implementing proven online strategies.
The goal is to build Kroosman
Horloges towards being a trusted
and legitimate player in the (online)
watches market.

By closely analysing the Kroosman
products, current market conditions and
target audience we set out to implement
an online PPC ad-strategy to generate
brand-awareness and kickstart sales.

APPROACH
In-depth market research
Step one was positioning
Kroosman correctly in the
already saturated market.
Looking for opportunities
we could seize.
Content Creation
Any successfull online
strategy starts with
compelling (visual) content.
We created a large amount of
general use social content to
implement for ads and social
channels.
Data driven ad-strategy
We started a Meta Ad-strategy
mainly focused on collecting
data and using that data to
maximize ad-results.

CPC of $0,19

Increase of 245% add to carts*

Average CTS of 3,15%

*last 3 months compared to the ﬁrst 1 month of advertising.
The average CPC in this industry is around $0,45.

As a starting brand it’s main focus is to increase interest in it’s brand

Compared to the 1,24% market average we are

Which means we outperformed this metric

and products. We managed to increase add to carts with over 245%

happy to have surpassed this metric within the

within the ﬁrst 4 months of advertising.

in 3 months. With an average add to cart of $6,61 and an average

ﬁrst months of advertising.

order of $99,- we’re happy with the current results.

CONCLUSION
After almost 5 months we’ve seen very optimistic results
with our current strategy.
As this is a long-term project we are looking forward to
realizing more results in the (near) future.
We at New Age Media enjoy a challenge like Kroosman;
launching a starting brand in today’s competitive digital
landscape.
We’ve seen that a strong positioning strategy,
industry-standard content combined with a data-driven
ad-strategy is a great way to gain the ﬁrst paying customers
and fans of the brand.
Kroosman is currently growing in the NL and Flemish
region and is looking to expand their line of products due to
continued success. Their line of products will be promoted
in NL, Flemish Belgium and Germany.

THANK YOU FOR READING!
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